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ABSTRACT
Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) is gaining attention but at the same time, road accidents,
congestion, delays, etc. have also increased. Relative information about such events is vital. Such
information can be presented in legal processes as digital proof. Availability of the information is
not a problem as multidimensional data have been recorded all the time by ITS. Recording all the
information in ITS arises the problem of fetching relevant information and removing other facts and
figure that are not required to describe certain situations such as an accident. To address this issue,
we analyze road accident data and reduce various dimensions with Principal Component Analysis
(PCA), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF). We conduct
comparative analysis with three datasets where error rate for PCA is 32% with Dataset1. Likewise,
error rate for LDA and NMF are 36% and 35%, receptively. While keeping in mind that such reduced
data is helpful in many legal processes, we introduce Blockchain in the framework. Blockchain can
make data immutable thus can be considered as digital proof. Blockchain also requires a smart con-
tract in this situation between insurance companies to collect data in case of any uncertain situation.
Such analysis can offer a different point of views and trends in data. Information canbemore explain-
able to define the situation and helps to develop a friendly environment for day-to-day customers.
The proposed framework provides dimensionality reduction of data that eventually reduce the data
dimension to store in Blockchain.

KEYWORDS
Accident analysis;
Blockchain; ITS; Principal
component analysis; Smart
transportation system; Traffic
surveillance

1. INTRODUCTION

Blockchain is a promising technology and intelligent
transportation system (ITS) can be greatly benefited from
this rising technology to preserve data as digital proof.
Blockchain is distributed database that is shared among
the Blockchain nodes or participating organizations. At
the beginning, Blockchain was only adapted by organiza-
tions that are involved with finance but new possibilities
are being explored to utilize Blockchain in other areas.
Data in Blockchain is stored in a distributed database
after verification. The process of data verification in
Blockchain is carried out by consensus algorithms. Proof
work and proof of stack are examples of consensus algo-
rithms that are adapted by the Blockchain. Blockchain
is also getting popular among other domains and the
aim of our study is to explore possibilities of Blockchain
in intelligent transport system (ITS). Blockchain is used
to record transaction information among trusted par-
ties likewise data from ITS is also a digital asset and can
be used in many legal processes. Some possible applica-
tion domain of our study can be insurance-based ser-
vices provided by insurance companies or court hearings
where digital assets that is data stored in blockchain can

be presented as digital proof. Blockchain is distributed,
secure, transparent, and immutable. The information
about the accident or congestion of the road in certain
conditions can be helpful for involved parties from driver
to road and also other entities that have contracts with
the vehicle or the driver. The problem is: Blockchain is
not feasible for data with a higher number of dimen-
sions. Our analysis is also aimed at reducing this prob-
lem so that only relevant data goes into Blockchain. The
reduced data can be directly be presented to the author-
ities because Blockchain has no central authority for
verification as the data in the Blockchain is verified via
consensus which saves further cost and provides more
security. ITS can hold different types of data, e.g., weather
data, road condition data and other information that
can be used for road safety and management. Real-time
weather information and traffic condition can prevent
accidents and can save fatalities. Weather conditions like
fog, rain, snow, etc. are very helpful for the driver mean-
while in certain conditions such as an accident. This
information should be saved so it can save time find-
ing and prove all the information from different sources.
Information about heavy traffic and road condition can
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save unfortunate eventmeanwhile can provide insight for
relevant organizations to save the expenditures on road
infrastructure. Traffic control is a big issue that is being
eased out by ITS but there are other issues that can be
maintained by ITS such as parking management, gather-
ing traffic data, etc. Parkingmanagement involves a smart
system that can check the license plate of the vehicle
parked is legal or not. These data became important for
the legal process and require verification from the central
authorities. Data that is gathered for parking scenario is
different but there are certain other irrelevant data that
is not required and take time to get information from
the data and verify to put in front of the court or insur-
ance company. Principal component analysis (PCA) is a
technique that can solve issues in reducing dimensions
of the data, so data become more relevant as only cor-
related variables are selected. Such features can save the
time of the involved organization to whom time and cost
matters. It also enables road safety management teams to
make decisions according to the fact from data. This can
decrease the congestion and accident rate while the cus-
tomer can prove the scenario if they get involved in the
legal process.

Smart transportation system is one of the emerging
research topic in a current era [1–4] for smart city
environments [5–9]. The global smart transportation
market is growing alongside these developments, while
the compound annual growth rate is projected to be
around nineteen percent from the latest statistical per-
spective [10]. This statistical analysis, in combination
with the heavy demand for uncompromising technolog-
ical improvement for efficient smart transport in smart
city environments, indicates that there is a high demand
for smart transport in the future [4, 11]. The advan-
tages of ITS can be countless: starting with traffic opti-
misation, recording, tracking and transport monitoring
services linked in complete automation. These techno-
logical improvements, on the one hand, pave the way
for smoother and more hustle and bustle free transport,
but on the other, they also need further refinements in
order to reduce accident rates, congestion rates and so
on in road transport environments. In order to improve
road safety in ITS, the two main problems in the trans-
port sector, such as road accidents and traffic congestion
must be taken seriously. Bogota enters the top list of con-
gestion cities worldwide in 2018 based on the INRIX
report [12] evaluating congestion and mobility patterns
in more than 200 cities across 38 countries. Figure 1
shows that Bogota drivers lost 272 h as compared to
any other city in the world in 2018, according to the
study.

Figure 1: Hours lost due to congestion in worldwide cities in
2018

There may be various reasons for traffic congestion, for
instance, lack of an integrated traffic control/monitoring
system, inefficiency in traffic surveillance, improper driv-
ing, accidents / collisions, human driving errors, etc.
Nonetheless, there is a tremendous need for reliable,
dense urban traffic surveillance systems to track ormoni-
tor all city roads day and night. Parallel to this, the recent
articles [13] report that the number of road traffic acci-
dents is increasing. Road traffic incidents and vehicle
collisions could have different reasons. To evaluate the
information on traffic accidents, a country-wide dataset
[14] of traffic accidents across 49 United States is anal-
ysed. The dataset is the accident data record compiled
from February 2015 to March 2019.

In the dataset, the field severity shows a number between
1 and 4, where 1 indicates the least impact on traffic
such as short delay as a result of the accident and 4 indi-
cates a significant impact on traffic such as long delay.
From Figure 2, the sum of severity is in the increas-
ing phase from 2016 to 2018. It clearly indicates that
there is a greater number of accidents, even though the
transport system is adapted to the "intelligent"transport

Figure 2: Severity count due to road-traffic accidents inmajor US
cities from 2015 to 2019
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sector. In addition to road accidents, problems with traf-
fic congestion still play a major role in the transport
sector. Traffic congestion problems can be avoided by
introducing effective traffic forecasts or efficient traf-
fic surveillance systems. This paper analyses road traffic
incident data and uses dimensionality reduction tech-
niques, such as PCA, linear discriminant analysis (LDA),
and non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) to evalu-
ate data patterns by reducing high-dimensional data to
reduce components and predicting traffic data. To deal
with high-dimensional datasets, PCA [15] is used since
it is a fantastic tool for data exploration and data reduc-
tion/compression. It is used for various approaches in
terms of statistical analysis and machine learning per-
spectives. Though PCA helps to reduce the dimension-
ality, variation present in all the features are retained in
the initial few principal components. PCA reduces the
number of variables of the dataset andmakes it easier and
faster to perform various machine learning algorithms
while preserving as much information as possible from
the original high-dimensional dataset. There are various
other research articles on PCA. In [16], the author utilizes
the concept of PCA on high-frequency data and devel-
ops the necessary tools for implementing PCA at high-
frequency data. They found that the first principal com-
ponent explains about 60% variance of the data during
the financial crisis, whereas the second principal compo-
nent drives the common variation of the financial stocks.
In [17], the author used PCA to observe the relation-
ship between the proposed soundscape categories and to
the quadrant classifications in the two-dimensional core
effect. It is clearly noted that the foregrounded sound-
scape categories in the plane spanned by the two prin-
cipal components such as the first principal component
explains 71% of the variance and the second principal
component explains 22% of the variance, approximately.
In [18], the author used PCA for analyzing and min-
ing the data from in vitro fertilization (IVF) in order to
predict the pregnancy. In this different types of IVF in
particularly, 805 types of IVF were analyzed to classify
the pregnancy. PCA is applied in various industries and
different fields of sciences. This application of PCA in
the medical sciences allowed the models to predict preg-
nancy in the most effective way using PCA. The various
analyses are done on the road-traffic accident data, anal-
ysis using various dimensionality reduction techniques
such as PCA, LDA, and NMF on the road-traffic data, are
elaborated in the following sections of the paper. Also,
the dataset used in PCA analysis is parallelly analyzed
using LDA [19, 20] and NMF [21–23], which are another
dimensionality reduction technique used in the machine
learning field. LDA and NMF work like PCA such as
reducing the variables while retaining the information

Figure 3: Location-based accident data

as much as possible. The paper discusses the different
analyses on road accident data, and analysis using vari-
ous dimensionality reduction techniques for road traffic
dataset. In the current transport sector, road accidents
and traffic congestion are increasing. There are many
reasons behind road accidents and congestion such as
distracted driving, unsafe lane changes, congestion col-
lision, unsuitable turns, crossing of animals/pedestrians,
weather, etc. A lot of collision avoidance methods are
implemented in recent years to avoid or reduce those
unwanted collisions and congestion. Specific analyses are
performed on the dataset [24] to test road traffic acci-
dent scenarios. The diagram below shows the results of
those tests. Figure 3 displays location-based visualiza-
tions of road traffic incident data collected during 2012
by the Maryland Police Department. The diagram below
is based on the analysis of the data collection for the acci-
dent which is downloaded from the data archive of the
US government [24]. The display shows that, in several
cities in the US State of Maryland, there are a greater
number of road accidents such as car crashes, during
the weekend from Friday to Sunday, whereas the number
of traffic accidents ranges from smaller to larger shapes,
respectively. Similar results will apply to most locations
in different countries as the amount of road traffic is
increased during the weekends.

Blockchain is essentially a storage medium that holds
transactions from legitimate users with respect to rules
defined in a smart contract by using hashing algorithms.
However, smart contracts can come under attack, and to
resolve this issue, researchers have determined a method
for securing it [25]. The concept of Blockchain was
coined by a Japanese hacker. Blockchain was initially
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introduced by a Japanese hacker to authorize informa-
tion in a decentralized way so data became immutable.
Blockchain came with many issues, especially for gov-
ernments. There are many regulatory issues that can be
problematic for governments such as sending money
abroad without government consent. The EU and the
USA are already working on “smart regularity hand-
off” based approaches to tackle this problem [26]. How-
ever, Blockchain is evolving, and the healthcare industry
is also looking to adopt Blockchain technology. Zand
et al. [27] stated that Blockchain-based software in the
healthcare industry could save as much as 15–20 billion
annually. For this purpose, a Blockchain-based ledger
has been developed for biomedical and healthcare appli-
cations [28]. Now, Blockchain must be generalized for
all organizations, and such opportunities are discussed
by [29].

Proof of work is very popular in Blockchain consensus
technology. Proof of work is designed to make systems
secure from certain types of attacks such as Denial-of-
Service (DoS). Previously, DoS attacks are mainly of con-
cern in networks. Many researchers have contributed to
the deterring ofDoS attackswith respect to network tech-
nology [30]. Proof of work has many functions that can
be utilized. [31] studied proof of work and modified it
with their model in which they calculate the computa-
tional cost, bandwidth cost, and aim to maintain speed
and security at the same time.

Proof of stack was introduced by Sunny King and Scott
Nadal in 2012 to reduce the energy consumption of min-
ing [32]. However, proof of stake now has a newer version
known as delegate proof of stake. In this version, a stock-
holder chooses a delegate to verify and validate their
block [33].

The number of IoT devices is increasing exponentially.
Because of this real-time processing, it is required to place
computing servers near to these devices at a very initial
level to get some load off the cloud. As far as Cisco is con-
cerned, they define fog computing as an “Extension of the
cloud to the edge of the network” [34, 35]. It provides ser-
vices like computing, storage, and networking [36]. Until
now, many frameworks have been developed to deploy
fog computing in the real world. Symantec Internet Secu-
rity Threat Report – ISTR [37] proposed a framework
enabledwith an IP scheme to facilitatemobile users along
with the fog. In their framework, they place the “IP core
network” above the fog layer to provide IP services to the
fog layer. The fog layer also provides services like security
and privacy [38–44]. Gervais et al. [45] placed a VPN,
firewalls, analysis unit, and response unit in the fog to

secure IoT data. The rest of the paper is organized as fol-
lows: Section 2 provides brief information about the pro-
posed framework, while Section 4 provides experiment
and analysis results, proposed algorithm and discusses
the results. In the end, the authors provided future direc-
tions and conclude the work while providing insights and
facts that PCA can resolve the feasibility issue for organi-
zations where blockchain can not hold large amount have
to be reduced before storing in blockchain ledger.

2. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Figure 4 shows an overview of the proposed framework
but there are certain other factors that are working and
are shown in Figure 5. The proposed framework starts by
fetching data from real-world and going throughnetwork
or data connections to ITS. ITS holds a broad spectrum
of data that can be sent to the consensus layer if there
is a smart contract among the involved parties. ITS can
hold parking data, weather data, accident data, vehicu-
lar details, and even driver detail according to the vehicle
number plate. Once ITS stores the data it could be sent for
PCA analysis after which data can be sent for consensus
and finally storing it in Blockchain.

Data that has been stored in Blockchain is now
immutable thus cannot be modified. If the data is modi-
fied, our framework will alert that Blockchain is invalid.
The valid block entries can be used as legal proof. It saves
the cost of verification and time.

Data collected from ITS layer will go to the PCA anal-
ysis layer where PCA do the reduction and send corre-
lated data for consensus. The consensus layer verifies the
information and sends it for Blockchain storage.

2.1 Experimental Setup

We used R-Studio with Python for our study. We utilize
the R-studio to analyze out datasets while Blockchain is
built in Python incorporated with R-studio. We build a
private Blockchain to review our results for Blockchain
validity.

3. RESULTS ANDDISCUSSION

3.1 PCA Analysis on Road-Traffic Data

PCA is the traditional data reduction/compression tech-
nique for finding patterns in the high-dimensional
dataset, since PCA is a convenient way of reducing high-
dimensional data to a smaller component number. It is
also a linear combination of the original dataset which
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Figure 4: Proposed framework

Figure 5: Blockchain workflow

transforms the data into a new systemof coordinates. The
first phase of the analysis is about analyzing the vehic-
ular traffic count dataset with PCA. The dataset [23] is
downloaded from the Kaggle domain and consists of the
vehicular count recordings in New York City. The dataset
is cleaned initially as a process of data pre-processing
and then performed PCA analysis using R Studio. The
entire experimental setup is carried out using the R Lan-
guage. The dataset has 24 features and these features are
reduced using the PCA process. These reduced features
are termed to be as principal components. Using one of
the test prediction models such as multinominal logis-
tic regression, the principal components obtained using
PCA analysis are used for simple traffic count prediction.
The dataset is to be centered and scaled to perform the
PCA operation. The centering and scaling are carried out
in the dataset as mathematically as follows:

X = [x1, x2, x3, . . . . . . , xN] (1)

µ = 1
N

N∑

i=1
xi (2)

S =
N∑

i=1
(xi − µ) (3)

whereas X and N are the variables from the input and
the number of samples, respectively. The second equation
provides the mean of X values and xi is the ith sample.

3.2 LDA and NMF Analysis on Road-Traffic Data

Alongside to PCA analysis, the same dataset is analyzed
using LDA and NMF. LDA is a powerful linear classi-
fier. LDA can be mainly used for classification purposes
and used for the dimensionality reduction technique. It is
used to move features in a larger dimension space into a
smaller dimension space. LDA provides class separation
by drawing a decision area between the various classes. It
tries to optimize the ratio of the variance between classes
and the variance within classes. NMF is a dimensional-
ity reduction that imposes nonnegative constraints in the
process leading to the generation of lower-dimensional
representation without negative values. Due to the avoid-
ance of negative values, the quality of Matrix Factor-
ization is improved. In NMF, the original bigger matrix
is factored into two smaller factor matrices. Say for a
matrix XεR

(m×n), it can be factorized into two factor
matrices WεR

(m×r) and HεR
(n×r). It can be defined

as,

X ≈ WHT s.t, W ≥ 0 andH ≥ 0 (4)

and the optimization problem can be formulated as a
minimization problem with Euclidean distance as the
cost function as,
∥∥∥X − WHT

∥∥∥
2
s.t, W ≥ 0 andH ≥ 0 (5)

The above optimization problem can be solved using
any of the optimization algorithms like Alternating
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Least Squares (ALS), Multiplicative Update Rule (MU),
and Gradient Descent (GD). It is worth noting that
the factorWis the lower dimensional representation of
mode-1 of X and H is the lower dimensional represen-
tation of mode-2 of X and depending on the application,
any one of these can be used.

The prediction output results are graphically represented
in Figure 6. The graphs show the actual and predicted
values of the vehicle count in the specific geographical
regions. The actual andpredicted values using the dimen-
sionality reduction techniques are portrayed as graphi-
cal representations. The graphs conclude that there are
a countable number of misclassifications. However, the
results from PCA analysis is comparatively good than
the other dimensionality reduction techniques. Also, the
dimensionality reduction techniques are applied to do
analyses on another dataset [24] and the prediction
results are graphically represented. The dataset consists of
the vehicular classifications such as “van,” “bus,” “opel,”
and “saab,” which is classified based on the given 18 vari-
ables and 846 observations named to be as features. The
dataset has been pre-processed to check any missing val-
ues. The dataset is analyzed using the above-mentioned
dimensionality reduction techniques and the prediction
is carried out using the multinomial logistic regression
model. The analysis results of the actual and predicted
values are graphically represented in Figures 6–8. This
dataset is the classification-based and hence the predicted
value using LDA is comparatively fair with PCA and
NMF analysis.

Though there is misclassification compared with the
actual data, the importance of the analysis using the
dimensionality reduction techniques are portrayed. PCA
helps to mitigate the prediction errors compared with
other dimensionality reduction techniques.

Figure 6: Graphical representation of the actual versus predicted
traffic count output PCA (dataset1)

Figure 7: Graphical representation of the actual versus predicted
traffic count output LDA (dataset1)

Figure 8: Graphical representation of the actual versus predicted
traffic count output NMF (dataset1)

In Figures 9–11, the misclassification error rate com-
parison is represented graphically which are numerically
presented in Table 1. It is clear that the misclassification
error rate is comparatively less to the classification dataset
than the vehicular traffic count dataset. Also, the error
rates during the PCA analysis is comparatively reduced.
Thus, with the given vehicular dataset as input, the entire
analysis is carried out using dimensionality reduction

Figure 9: Graphical representation of the actual versus predicted
traffic count output PCA (dataset2)
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Figure 10: Graphical representation of the actual versus pre-
dicted traffic count output LDA (dataset2)

Figure 11: Graphical representation of the actual versus pre-
dicted traffic count output NMF (dataset2)

Table 1: Comparative analysis of misclassification error rate
using PCA, LDA and NMF in datasets
Methods Dataset#1 Dataset#2 Average

LDA 36% 38% 37%
PCA 32% 41% 36.5%
NMF 35% 61% 48%

techniques. These analyses and predictions will pave the
way for various improvements in road-traffic surveil-
lance. Also, it will lead to the reduction or avoidance
of road-traffic accidents as well. Hence, improving the
vehicular traffic management systems for a smart and
safer environment.

3.3 Blockchain, Consensus, and Smart Contract

Blockchain comes after the PCA analysis. We have devel-
oped a generic version of Blockchain that can fit accord-
ing to our input from PCA.

Figure 12 shows the block structure. We code the block
structure that matches according to Figure 12 so we can
have required information in the Blockchain. We saved

Figure 12: Block structure

the current hash of the block, previous hash, time stamp,
and main data that is coming from PCA.

Figure 13 shows the linkage between two blocks in the
Blockchain. To create a link between two blocks, the value
for the “Hash of previous block” should match. This is
already verified in the consensus process so it is reliable.
If someone modifies the data, this hash will also change
and Blockchain goes to an invalid state (Figure 14).

Figure 13: Block linkage

Figure 14: Merkle tree information
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Data analysis is done in the PCA analysis layer. All data
preprocessing will be done in the ITS layer. This is to take
the burden off the PCA analysis layer. This will also check
the smart contract for more information about partic-
ipating parties. Once PCA analysis is done, out is sent
to the consensus layer. Verifying the data is the respon-
sibility of the consensus layer. This is a very important
stage where data is verified or validated before writing it
to the block. We used sha256 for hashing technique and
the equation goes like

H(i) = H(i−1) + CM(i) (H(i−1)) (6)

H is initial value of hash and we compute it sequentially.
C represent a SHA256 compression function and M is
block of the message that being processed. These blocks
can only be computed only one at a time. Blockchain is
introduced as a separate layer. The Blockchain layer is
responsible for holding the verified transaction and stor-
ing data for future use. This layer is also very important
because it focuses on our privacy and security goal along
with future access to data for the user.

A smart contract is the digital form of a contract. The
smart contract saves the business and regulation deter-
mined by the organization. Rules and regulations may
differ from one to another, which is why these contracts
can hold any information stored in them.

As we build private Blockchain, consensus is done via
designated member having the smart contract with par-
ticipating parties. Like in the case of insurance, data
will be fetched from ITS for the insurance company
that have the smart contact with ITS. Data fetched from
ITS will be sent for consensus to the node having the
smart contracts. To create the smart contract for ITS and
third parties, we assume that manual agreement has been
done before this stage and all requirements are fulfilled.
Following are the algorithm in pseudo-code to provide
an overview of the framework with smart contract and
Blockchain.

After applying algorithms, we checked for the valida-
tion state of the Blockchain. The validation check is
merit on which we are testing our experiments. The sta-
tus of Blockchain is tested fifty times while modifying
Blockchain’s information to replicate modification hack-
ing attacks.

Figure 15 shows the results of the Blockchain state. We
considered two states, namely theValid and Invalid states.
The valid state is when data is saved in the Blockchain
with any problem, meanwhile, if wemodify the data after
it is saved then our Blockchain goes to the invalid state.

Algorithm 1 Smart contract creation among ITS and
Third parties
Step 1: ITS receives third party information as
input=Oinfo

If (Oinfo== accurate)
{

Proceed to Step 2 with Smart contract
template

}
Else

{
Propmt for accurate information

}
Step 2: Creating smart contract base template on Inf =
Sorg
Step 3: Share Sorg with involved parties
Step 4: Create data pipeline
Step 5: Finish()

Algorithm 2 Smart Contract Algorithm PCA to
Blockchain
Step 1: Contract between involved parties= Sorg
Step 2: Contract between layers = SLC
Step 3: Send data packet P with contract SUC
Step 4: Sink node receive and check P for Sorg

If ( Sorg == true)
{

Forward it for Concensus
}

Else
{

Goto Step 6
}

Step 5: Consensus check and validate Sorg again
If ( Sorg is validated)

{
Forward packet to Blockchain

}
Else

{
Prompt and finish execution

}

Step 6: Finish()

The invalid state starts from the block where the previous
hash of the next block does not match with the current
hash of the current block.
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Figure 15: Blockchain status result

4. CONCLUSION

Data in ITS saved with a higher number of dimensions
that are very hard to save directly in Blockchain. Data
should be decreased in term of dimension before send-
ing it to consensus or storing into blockchain database.
Problem with Blockchain is, if data size goes higher and
higher, the calculation time for hash increased. To avoid
this situation, we conducted comparative study among
three techniques namely LDA, PCA andNFM. LDAwith
dataset1 has 36% misclassification rate. Likewise, PCA
gives 32% and NMF gave 35% error rate, respectively.
While with dataset2, LDA gave 38% misclassification
rate. PCA and NMF gave 41% and 61%, respectively. Our
proposed framework performed efficiently with PCA.
The data from ITS is reduced to the level where only
relevant information can go for the consensus. We do
not want all the information passes through PCA, so we
introduced the smart contract to initiate the handshakes
between the involved parties. Our results fromPCA show
that accident data is reduced up to the mark and dimen-
sions are reduced which are suitable for Blockchain. We
developed a simple blockchain to check if result can be
saved and modification can be identified. We tested our
blockchain with 22 false values and 28 positive values.
False means that blockchain has been modified and pos-
itive means no modification has been done. Result shows
that blockchain was able to detect any change or modi-
fication in blocks. Non-modified data now can be con-
sidered as digital proof. Furthermore, private Blockchain
made it easy for consensus as an organization can sign
this task to the people on whom they trust. Meanwhile,
the insurance company can use such information from
the Blockchain to get insight for any unfortunate events
on the road. Customers can also access these data to
present it in the court as data stored in Blockchain is
immutable. If data is modified by a hacking attack, our

framework will show the block which has been modi-
fied and after modified blocks, Blockchain will go to the
invalid state. This ensures more security and decreases
the time to re-verify data.
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